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Rubber hits the road! JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
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questions. Thread starter Tom Dunlap Start date Nov 26, Tom Dunlap Here from the beginning
Administrator. Location Retired in Minneapolis. There is a potential move in my future.
Something that I'm considering is selling my '99 Crown Vic and maybe my ToyBox to buy a box
truck for the move. The Isuzu NPR model sure does catch my eye. Does anyone have
experiences with this model? Should I only look at diesel? Some of them have Chevy gas
engines. An idea that's in my head is to make a camper after the move. Maybe this is too
hair-brained, I dunno. Location Cape Cod, MA. Not a lot of power, but i really liked the truck.
Thanks for the reply. Do you recollect what kind of mileage you got? Reed Active Member. Sold
it at k mi. Empty was obviously better. Only issue I had was a part that connected the stick to
the tranny would break often. Like every k miles. I blamed differing drivers and having to get it
out of gear on slopes. When the gears would load up on a slope you'd really have to pull to get

it to free up. Good truck otherwise but as CutHigh points out- when too loaded it was like a
turtle in peanut butter. Thanks Reed Dutch Member. Location Rocky Mount, NC. The NPR due to
it's payload was a turn off. I wanted a tight turning radius along with good fuel mileage type
truck. I ended up getting a '99 NQR 4. I got the tight turning radius I've done many of u turns in
residential intersections with chipper in tow. I'm a little dissapointed in the mileage I'm sure the
6 ft box height is doing me no favors concerning wind drag. Long rides going home at the end
of a hard day are pretty tough on the ole back. Concerning maintenance costs In a different life I
ran the roads around your area quite a bit from Mars Hill to Boone and down towards Forest
City I hope your move is to flatter land as I can't imagine a 4 cylinder running those roads I don't
recall ever seeing a chip truck with chipper in tow headed up Black Mountain I'm sure it's been
done but man that would be tough. The end use might be for a camper. Even at that it wouldn't
be as heavy as a load of chips with a chipper. If I do get one for the move most of the highways
are flat so hill climbing wouldn't be too big an issue. A bit of snow in the Swannanoa Valley
today. I can sort of make out the ridge lines. Location N. My old boss had two of them. Tom- you
might look at the Fuso trucks, the're 4x4. Lotta guys round here run plows on them, good for
tight parking lots and such. Dutch- if yours is the 4cyl diesel: we changed out the injectors and
got better highway MPG. Ours was a PHC truck though, flatbed, tanks and stuff. Might just be
the box as you said. When we towed it went down to 5 MPG. RyanCafferky Well-Known Member.
Location Hood River, Oregon. I've said it before and I'll say it again. Go with a Sprinter! Get a or
a with a long body. You'll get great mileage between and they are awesome for converting into
campers. I'm on my second Sprinter and other than the lack of 4wd I think it is the best vehicle
available. I drive a " wheelbase with the regular height ceiling. Ryan, Ooooh! Sprinter is a great
platform. Dream machine. The catch is that they're still too expensive. Plus, I need more cubic
feet for the move. What sort of mileage could I expect with an NPR? Sometimes a Chevy though.
Location DE. That year seems to have been the best. Bought one for my daughters band after
spending too much time and money fixing other loser vans. Now, with proper maintenance I do
not fear seeing a call from them on my phone! Crosstrees Member. It's a with the four cylinder
with around , miles on it. The fuel economy doesn't seem to change a great deal whether it's
loaded or not, which is nice. For instance, I did miles on the highway empty, and then loaded lbs
worth of chipper on to the back, and lost about 0. I will say, having just driven it cross country,
it's slow. You can make it do 65mph on the flat, but those engines are NOT designed to do that
all day long, maybe 55mph, and would be happier doing 50mph. I'd be hesitant to use it as
platform for a camper for that reason. I don't mind putzing along when I'm working with a
chipper bouncing behind, but it'd be nice to be able to cruise at if I were using it for a camper.
I'll also say mines is surprisingly awful in any kind of slippery conditions, which would be
another reason I wouldn't use it for a camper. That being said, if those two things aren't deal
breakers, I think it would work great. I have a Isuzu NPR truck. It is a great machine: runs like a
top, does amazing things with a 3. I agree with Crosstrees' post that this is not a great highway
vehicle. I drove it back to Wisconsin from Upstate NY and it was the longest drive of my life.
They don't like to go over 60 mph, 55 mph is much more comfortable, and the cab is not very
comfortable. I got 13 mpg on that trip but haven't calculated fuel economy while loaded and
pulling a chipper. Thanks Evan! My first use would be for the move. Making it into a camper is
dreaming right now. Jeff Well-Known Member. Location Marlborough, MA. We've got an NPR
that we built into a chip truck. Bought it new with a lightweight landscaper's dump body. GVW is
only 14K. GM gas engine, auto tranny. Kinda rough bouncy ride OK, very bouncy! We overload
the snot out of the thing daily 22 yard chip box towing a 9, pound Morbark M15R and it just
keeps on ticking. I'm fully expecting it to split in half one of these days due to our abuse, but it
wakes up every morning smiling and ready for more flogging! Any clue what sort of mileage you
get? TreeCo Well-Known Member. Tom if you are into wood work you might like an Avion slide
in truck camper. They are out of business now but made some real classy campers. They made
tow behind campers, too. A great-uncle's brother was asked one time why he didn't own an
Airstream during his snowbird days from Minnesota. Ernie's reply: I spent too damn many
hours on a submarine [he was the cook] under the Pacific. I won't deal with curved cupboards!
A good laugh! Those campers are well built. Unless they're smashed they're not to hard to
restore either. No clue what the mileage is. We just fuel it every morning as we head out, and the
use is so variable overloaded, empty, city, highway, stuck in the mud, pulling the bucket truck
out of the mud, trailering the chipper or the articulated loader, running the engine just for a
warm spot to eat lunch in the winter, etc, etc that even if I checked the miles and the gallons, I
don't know if the answer would actually be worth anything. You must log in or register to reply
here. Log in Your name or email address. New threads New posts test U. General Discussion.
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